
Easy, Effective and Affordable 
Kubernetes Logging

BACKGROUND
Kubernetes has emerged as the industryʼs de-facto 
standard for orchestrating containers and automating 
deployment, scaling and management of containerized 
applications. Kubernetes solves the problem of 
managing the quickly growing number of containers 
that developers are using to ship applications quickly 
and at scale, acting as the command and control for the 
infrastructure software on which applications run.

CHALLENGES
Despite its continually increasing adoption, Kubernetes 
is not without its own share of challenges, particularly 
when it comes to collecting and analyzing logs from 
Kubernetes environments. Three of the biggest 
challenges with respect to Kubernetes logging are:

1. Complexity. Kubernetes sits between the logical and 
physical layers, abstracting away the bare metal and 
mapping applications to resources based on configured 
policies and rules. It also provides a number of services 
and capabilities for automatic scheduling, self-healing, 
horizontal scaling, load balancing, and more. All of this 
sounds good on paper but the reality can be very 
complex, especially for large deployments or 
environments that have multiple deployments. As 
Kubernetes provisions additional resources to 
accommodate the growth of your application, it 
becomes hard to discern exactly which worker nodes 
are running your containers and pods (and your apps 
and services) monitor cluster activity and, most 
importantly, understand all the system 
interdependencies.

This complexity tends to rear its ugly head when things 
break and you need to respond quickly by digging into 
application and system logs to find out what went 
wrong. Fortunately, Kubernetes supports metadata 
and namespaces so that developers can associate 
descriptive labels into applications and deployments. 
The proper use of labels can be very helpful in 
understanding which containers and which pods 
belong to which deployment and which service, 
providing an effective way to show how everything fits 
together. This has the added benefit of helping new 
team members get up to speed. It turns out that labels 
(and controller types) are also very helpful when it 
comes to collecting and aggregating logs for analysis 
and troubleshooting. Scalyrʼs cluster-level logging cuts 
through this complexity by automatically detecting 
labels and controller types, and organizing logs by this 
metadata to provide a contextual and service-oriented 
view into your entire environment. This makes it much 
easier to monitor and troubleshoot your services and 
deployments.
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1. Complexity - Difficult 
to monitor cluster 
activity and 
understand system 
interdependencies, 
especially when 
things break.

2. Dynamic 
orchestration - Loss of
log data during 
automated 
reprovisioning of 
containers or pods.

3. High volume & high 
costs - More logs from
more instances
degrades 
performance and 
increases costs 

2. Dynamic orchestration. The dynamic
nature of Kubernetes along with its
automated services are a large part of
what makes it so powerful. However,
they are also some of its biggest
weaknesses when it comes to
capturing information about errors.
Imagine a situation where an
application instance in one of your
containers crashes. Before exiting, your
application dumps a set of error logs as
designed. But what does Kubernetes
do? Rather than waiting for you to
retrieve those logs for troubleshooting,
it recognizes the crash and
immediately starts to tear down the
container and provision a replacement,
discarding the error logs and moving
your application to another container
with a new ID. All is well and good from
a self-healing standpoint but not ideal
from a troubleshooting perspective. If
you donʼt capture those error logs fast
enough and you havenʼt configured
your containers to stick around, youʼve
just lost the insight and ability to dig
deep and understand why your
instance went down in the first place.
These are the very moments when log
data is most valuable. Kubernetesʼ
dynamic orchestration requires fast
and dynamic log aggregation. Scalyr
easily handles this by running our
agent as a daemonset on each node in
your cluster and immediately
uploading data in real time so it is not
lost

3. High volume and high costs. Much
like the move from a monolithic to a
microservices architecture, adopting
Kubernetes means there are many,
smaller instances from which to collect
logs. Itʼs not uncommon to see log
volumes spike by orders of magnitude
because there are so many more logs
coming from so many more instances,
and it is expected to continue to
increase as more and more
containerized workloads and clusters
are provisioned. This increase in log
volume can easily degrade the
performance of most log management
tools, resulting in poor usability or loss
of data. If not managed appropriately,
the spike in log volume can also result
in a significant jump in your costs as
well. Scalyr is working on a new set of
cost management features that will
give you much better visibility into
daily log volume and help you avoid
overages.

From the complex environment to the ephemeral nature of containers and pods to 
the large increase in log volume, logging in production Kubernetes environments can 
be very tricky. Itʼs especially challenging when using non-performant and unscalable 
observability tools. Scalyr addresses all of the challenges, making it easy, effective and 
affordable for you to monitor and troubleshoot your Kubernetes environments.



KEY FEATURES
1. Service-oriented. Scalyr presents users with log summaries by deployment rather
than each individual container to give developers clear visibility into the complex
abstraction inherent to Kubernetes. Regardless of whether your application is running
on multiple containers and pods, this service-oriented view lets you focus on the right
level of detail, right away. Insight into individual pods and nodes is also available as
you start drilling into the data.

Refer to our documentation for instructions on how to install (or upgrade for existing users) and configure 
your Scalyr agent for Kubernetes.

SOLUTION: KUBERNETES CLUSTER-LEVEL LOGGING
Scalyr is built for Kubernetes environments. Our cluster-level logging lets engineering 
teams effectively monitor and troubleshoot Kubernetes environments by centralizing 
and visualizing logs by deployment. Regardless of source, Scalyr intelligently ingests, 
parses and organizes logs to give developers a deployment-oriented view for clear 
visibility and context into complex containerized workloads. We provide built-in 
support for metadata and namespaces, aggregating and grouping logs by label or 
controller type to give you a holistic view of your services regardless of which 
container or pod they are running on. With Scalyr, there is no need to manually 
whitelist Kubernetes labels. Once youʼve deployed our agent, everything is automatic 
- just like Kubertnetes!

2. Built-in support for metadata and namespaces.
Scalyr organizes and presents log data based on
metadata and namespaces, including any labels that
you have created. This cuts through the complexity
and helps you understand your system in your own
context. Unlike other solutions, Scalyr automatically
imports and uses this data without any need for
whitelisting or complex configuration. In addition to
labels, Scalyr supports all of the following controller
types: Deployment, DaemonSet, StatefulSet, Job,
CronJob, ReplicationController, ReplicaSet

3. Events and metrics integration. Scalyr ingests logs,
metrics and events from all worker nodes, pods,
containers and clusters. We monitor all the levels of
abstraction and make it easy to pivot between logs,
events and metrics so you can quickly determine why
something happened. For example, you can easily
jump from a pod event, like a restart, into the
corresponding pod log with just a single click.

4. Fast collection and ingestion. The Scalyr Agent is a daemon that runs in its own pod 
on each node of your cluster. The agent collects logs, metrics and events from all 
other pods on the same node and immediately uploads data as soon as it is available 
so it is not lost during the reprovisioning process. With Scalyr, you no longer need to 
worry about losing critical information that will help you solve problems and build 
better code.
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6. Agent configuration at 
deployment

7. Log volume reporting

8. Cost management
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5. Depth and flexibility. With Scalyr, it is easy to slice and dice your Kubernetes data. We
capture all the details about your entire environment - deployments, clusters, nodes,
pods and containers - and make it fast and easy to jump from deployment level metrics
to individual pods logs.

6. Agent configuration at deployment. In Scalyr, you can easily add annotations on your
deployment, which lets you collocate your parser and sampling rules with the
deployment in its manifest file. This makes it even easier for you to collect log data from
new services by specifying upfront how to ingest and parse the data, and as part of the
deployment. With this approach, you donʼt need to modify any configuration files in the
agent.

7. Log volume reporting. Scalyr tracks and summarizes log volume by Kubernetes
deployment or label so you can get a quick view into how much data each controller is
generating. The screenshot below shows a sample dashboard that includes a graph
with the aggregate trend and a table breaking down log volume by service.

8. Cost management. Scalyrʼs new cost management features provide much better
visibility into daily log volume so that you can better manage your Kubernetes log
volume and avoid overages. We will provide the ability to manage logs by category and
set volume quotas, along with the ability to filter and discard unwanted logs and set
notifications if logs exceed a certain size or budget.
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